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Capitulation Passed...
‘Real Trouble’ Ahead
Sept. 2015 - Stock Indices precisely fulfilled what was best
summarized in the May 2015 Stock-flation Capitulation Report:
”The month of May begins the second third of 2015… when
things should get a lot more interesting. When looking at 2015, I
have been viewing it from a perspective of „thirds‟ - or 4-month
periods. One of the reasons has to do with the diverse concentration of cycles - at different points during the year. They tend to
divide the year into thirds.

Another has to do with the approximate breakdown of how a
stock market transition is expected to unfold. Since late-2014, I
have repeatedly warned that this (expected) transition - from bull to bear - would be a slowly-evolving
process, full of brief (but sometimes sharp) declines AND rallies. The first 1/3 of 2015 was projected to
be the transitional phase.
As a result, that would be expected to be a lot of sideways action to begin 2015. Since September
2014, the focus has been on April 2015 when the first sign of trouble was expected to materialize - a
warning sign of what was expected to follow (in May--Sept. 2015)...
If weekly trends turned down in mid-April, that would project a quick, 2--3 week reactive rally - fitting
perfect with the ensuing cycle highs. At the same time, multi-year cycles were projecting highs in European Indices for March/April 2015. All of that was expected to prepare the markets for the ominous,
late-April--late-Sept. 2015 period.
By the time October 2015 rolls around, the Indices should have experienced Culmination (late2014), Distribution (1/3 2015) & Capitulation (2/3 2015).” [Note: 2/3 2015 - May--August - just ended.]
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Leaders & Proxies...

The Indices plummeted into late-August, with
dozens (possibly hundreds) of stocks & Stock Indices fulfilling expectations for an initial (a precursor
or warning) ~20% decline during the middle third of
2015… looking ahead to 2016. That is discussed in
the following Stock Index analysis from the recent
Sept. 2015 issue of INSIIDE Track.

Since an Index like the DJIA should not be
viewed as the only - or even the primary - barometer of US equity vitality, I examine many other Indices… and also watch various stocks as important
barometers (or „proxies‟). One of those has often
been cited in the past and has adhered to the cycles
and expectations with uncanny accuracy…
In the computer age - and particularly in the
mobile-technology & music age - that stock, AAPL,
is an obvious choice. So, is it any surprise that
AAPL peaked on April 28, 2015 (at 134.54) - in
perfect lockstep with these stock crash cycles - and
plummeted almost 32% into Aug. 24th - spiking
down to 92.00 on that morning.

As also described - and illustrated - in the May
2015 Stock-flation Capitulation Report, the real
trouble is expected to wait until late-Dec. 2015 to
begin… immediately after the next phase of the 32-33 Week Cycle - and many corroborating cycles turn down in mid-Dec. 2015. Two revealing charts from that Report - are reprinted on page 5.

In doing so, it fulfilled most of the 2015 Stock
Index cycles and retraced 50% of its 2013--2015
advance, while bottoming right at 6--12 month support (and monthly 21 MAC support).

EXCERPT From Sept. 2015 INSIIDE Track:

STOCK INDICES

Other stocks - like SBUX - plummeted 29%
into Aug. 24th while FB lost 27% and spiked to new
intra-year lows on Aug. 24th.

08/31/15 - Stock Indices have fulfilled a significant portion of what was forecast for the middle half
of 2015 - between late-April & late-Sept. 2015 when a 20% correction has been expected. The
general description - published in Nov. 2014…
provided an overall roadmap for a potential scenario… which is now unfolding.

Perhaps YHOO is the best ‘proxy’ - peaking in
late-2014 (along with the 40-Year Cycle of Stockflation), dropping 20% into 1Q 2015 and then rebounding into mid-April 2015.
It turned back
down in late-April - right on target - and has
dropped over 35% from its April peak, spiking to
new 22-month lows on Aug. 24th.

So far, the Indices have adhered closely to that
scenario, including events in Dec. 2014, April 2015
and the period from May 2015 into the present when the actual decline was considered most likely.

At the same time, the DJ Transportation Average - the Index that has led this decline (as it has
led every major move since the late-1990’s) - attacked the 20% correction threshold on Aug. 24th.

As described many times, that analysis was
NOT based on just one or two cycles or indicators!
Instead, it was the synergistic combination of
MANY corroborating factors, including the very bigpicture ones that have been recounted numerous
times this year. Synergy is the key!

That Aug. 24th low came at the precise midpoint of the ~90-degree cycle governing lows in the
DJTA...the Aug. 24th low perpetuated a ~60degree high (Feb. 25)--high (Apr. 23)--high (Jun. 23)
--low (Aug. 23--25th) Cycle Progression…

...Reinforcing those multi-year & multi-decade
cycles were the 15--16 Month (~66-Week) Cycle that projected a high for late-April/early-May 2015 and the related 32--33 Week Cycle that projected a
peak during the weeks of April 27--May 1st and
May 4--8th, 2015 and a likely drop into Sept. 14-25, 2015. All of these were previously detailed…
and all are now coming to fruition.
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“The Edge of the Abyss”
09-23-15 Weekly Re-Lay Alert - In 2007, I described a scenario with respect to the US Dollar
Index and US Stock Indices. In a nutshell, the expected scenario was for the Dollar Index to ultimately drop
to new 40-year lows (below ~78.50/DX) and that to act as the starting pistol for a collapse in Stock Indices.
Unrelated (or at least uncorrelated) analysis already projected a multi-year top in Stock Indices for late2007… and an ensuing „1--3 year drop of 35--50%‟. Within that context, I described how I believed the Dollar Index would act as an initial trigger.
The reasoning was linked to Hadik‟s Axiom of Market Correlation:
“Markets only follow other markets when the lead market is going parabolic or is in an
extreme phase. Also, correlations are only effective when you can be CERTAIN of the
current focus of traders.”
While the Dollar had been declining since 2001, and was beginning to draw some attention in 2007, it
would not be in an ‘extreme phase’ until it broke below its 40-year low. At that point, I believed it would become the „current focus of traders‟ and begin the sell-off that was already in the making.
On Sept. 30, 2007, the Dollar Index gave a monthly close at 77.69/DX - the first such close below 40year lows.
11 days later, on Oct. 11, 2007 (a precise, 17-Year Cycle from the Oct. 11, 1990 bottom), Stock Indices
entered what would ultimately be a 1--2 year drop of ~50%.
The irony (although this is often how it unfolds) is that the Dollar Index was just a few points from what
would become a multi-year bottom in March 2008. In other words, it was completing its decline… even as
Stock Indices were beginning their’s.
Fast-forward to 2014, when I explained that a new currency crisis would impact Stock Indices similarly
(though on a slightly-lesser scale). The outlook was for the Euro to enter an accelerated decline following its
May 2014 cycle high.
That was expected to spur a sharp sell-off that would begin to weigh on equities if/when it broke to new
10-year lows. That took place in Jan.--Mar. 2015 and (similarly) acted as a starting pistol for a new decline
in Stock Indices.
However, my bigger focus for 2015--2017 has been the twin terrors of China & Russia. (My use of the
term ‘terrors’ simply applies to economic stresses… for now.)
I have detailed a myriad of cycles - most notably, a unique convergence of 17-Year & 40-Year Cycles that converge for BOTH of these nations in 2014--2017.
With regard to Russia, my contention was that the Ruble would plummet during that period (cycles bottom in late-2015/early-2016) and contribute to the emergence of twin ‘bears’ (the Russian aggressor ‘bear’
and the oft-related equity ‘bear’) in 2015--2016.
The Ruble (which had a similar, though slightly-lagged, ~3-year cycle as the Euro) rebounded into mid2014 and then went into a tailspin.
As it accelerated lower - into Dec. 2014 - the bull market in equities came to standstill… waiting to see
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if a bear was soon to emerge from hibernation.
Similar to 1997/1998, it often takes multiple crises to finally ‘break the back’ of an equity bull market.
The Asian Financial Crisis of 1997 was followed by the Russian Ruble Crisis of 1998… and then Stock Indices swooned during the late-April--late-Sept. time period (in 1998).
In textbook alternation, this time a Russian Ruble Crisis came first (though it is ongoing) and an Asian
Financial Crisis is following. And, similarly, Indices around the globe have suffered drops of 20--40% during
the same late-April--late-Sept. time period (in 2015)… an uncanny 17-Year Cycle on display.
So, what‟s my point?
Very simply, the Ruble is flirting with its (multi-decade) lows… an „extreme phase‟.
At the same time, the Shanghai Composite continues to flirt with its year-opening lows - a kind of precipice off of which it does not want to plummet. China’s Index has already lost over 40% of its peak value…
just since June 2015!
The last ~2,700 points - of its ~3,100 point advance - occurred between late-Nov. 2014 & June 2015…
and was one of the supporting factors, preventing other global indices from entering their destined bear markets. Since it has already given back ~2,200 of those ~3,100 points, that Index is nearing make-or-break
support.
At the same time, many global Indices are nearing multi-year support levels. If broken, they are likely to
spur acceleration lower.
So, we have multiple financial markets on the „edge of the abyss‟, desperately clinging to any remaining
semblance of bullishness and trying to avoid the inevitable slide into real bear market territory.
Similar to 4Q 2007, it would not take much of an additional sell-off - in any/all of these markets - to trigger panic in equities. And, since markets like the Ruble are expected to bottom in the next 3--6 months, that
would lead me to believe that a spike to new lows is not that far in the future.
There are reasons to believe the real trouble will still wait until after Dec. 2015. However, more
‘precursor’ problems are still likely in the coming months… or weeks.”
[End of 9/23/15 Alert excerpt.]
Sept. 2015 - As also illustrated on the following page (copied from May 2015 Stock-flation Capitulation) - mid-Dec. 2015 should usher in a very troubling time in the markets - as several pivotal equity cycles
turn down while others - like those in Crude Oil, the Russian Ruble, the Canadian Dollar and potentially Asian
Indices - enter the blow-off phases of multi-quarter or multi-year declines.
IT
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Hadik’s Cycle Progression & 32--33 Week Cycle
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The DAX - after peaking in April 2015 in synch
with major cycles, while almost perfectly fulfilling 1-2 year upside wave targets at 12,351--12,366/DAX also plummeted after Aug. 5th and reached its intra
-year support & 3--6 month downside target at
~9,400, shedding ~25% of its value in the process…
another prime fulfillment of the 17-Year Cycle.

ing from the DJTA & DJUA (in early-2015) to the
NYSE & DJIA (in June/July 2015) - all portending
the most significant decline to begin in earlyAugust…
The Indices obliged - peaking and turning
lower on August 5/6th - entering what was projected to be „the most tenuous‟ phase of their declines, when „the lion‟s share‟ of those drops are
seen...The action between Aug. 5th--Aug. 24th left
little doubt that these cycles and signals remain
VERY pertinent. In the process, the DJIA dropped
to within 30 points of its 2014 low (15,340)...

The FTSE also validated expectations, plummeting to new intra-year lows while dropping 19%
from its late-April 2015 peak. While fulfilling the
minimum downside objectives for these 2015 declines, all these Indices leave open the potential for
another decline into late-Sept./early-Oct.
...End EXCERPT From Sept. 2015 INSIIDE Track.

Global Indices
China’s Shanghai Composite also fulfilled projections for another precipitous decline in August expected to take its from ~4100 to below 3100. It
has now broken to new intra-year lows while shedding over 40% from its peak (in 11 weeks). The
Nikkei also plummeted during the ‟Danger Period‟
and is expected to quickly drop to 16,300--16,600
(and ultimately to ~14,000).

Sept. 2015 - With so many equities & Indices
fulfilling their 2/3 2015 projections, focus begins to
turn to Dec. 2015 - when the real trouble should
take hold. INSIIDE Track publications will continue
to update this overall scenario while Weekly Re-Lay
publications will stay on top of the intervening trends
& trading opportunities. Stay tuned...
IT
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